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Comparative Government Introduction 2014-01-27

first published in 1995 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Westminster and the World 2020-10-23

constitutional scholar elliot bulmer considers what britain might learn from westminster derived constitutions around the world exploring the principles of westminster model constitutions and their impact on democracy human rights and good government this book builds to a bold re imagining of the united kingdom s future written framework
Social Studies for the Caribbean 2002

fully meets the requirements of the latest csec syllabus complete coverage of the core options plus the options in communications tourism and consumer affairs including co operatives practical guidance on how to approach the school based assessment and on the alternative to the school based assessment activities develop social studies skills and exam practice questions help students prepare for their exam

Constitutional and Administrative Law 2022-06-02

provides an accessible discursive and scholarly treatment of the key contemporary issues in uk public law

Elections 2004

in a democracy it is important for citizens to understand the most essential parts of their own electoral system elections is an ideal primer for undergraduate students journalists politicians and citizens interested in the current state of canadian democracy pub desc

Comparative Politics 2005-09-05

now in a completely updated second edition this textbook has become a favorite for the introductory undergraduate course in comparative politics it features ten theoretically and historically grounded country studies that show how the three major concepts of comparative analysis interests identities and institutions shape the politics of nations throughout the presentation countries appear in the context of a changing global order that creates challenges to each country s path of development these challenges frequently alter domestic interests and identities and force countries to find new institutional solutions to the problems of modern politics written in a style free of heavy handed jargon and organized to address the concerns of contemporary comparativists this textbook provides students with the conceptual tools and historical background they need to understand the politics of our complex world
Political Economy 2008-04-15

This thought-provoking introduction to economics exposes readers to the workings of the market in a democratic state. The text explains basic economic concepts from a political perspective, how the price mechanism substitutes for central authority in determining production and allocation of goods. The use of demand and supply curves to trace the impacts of tariffs, taxes, subsidies, quotas, and patents and the redistribution of income. Additionally, the text explores political topics from an economic perspective including the avoidance of anarchy and despotism and the mutuality dependence of markets, voting, public administration, and law. It relies largely on stories and paradigms to convey important economic concepts, explaining basic economic concepts from a political perspective and exploring political topics from an economic perspective. Covers topics such as the price mechanism, demand and supply curves, redistribution of income, anarchy, voting, and public administration.

Beginning Constitutional Law 2016-07-15

Whether you’re new to higher education or coming to legal study for the first time, or just wondering what constitutional law is all about, beginning constitutional law is the ideal introduction to help you hit the ground running. Adopting a clear and simple approach with legal vocabulary explained in a detailed glossary available on the companion website, Nick Howard breaks the subject of constitutional law down using practical everyday examples to make it understandable for anyone, whatever their background. Diagrams and flowcharts simplify complex issues, important cases are identified and explained, and on the spot questions help you recognize potential issues or debates within the law. So that you can contribute in classes with confidence. This second edition has been updated to keep up to date with developments both before and after the 2015 general election, as well as ongoing proposals for reform including the referendum on independence for Scotland, increased devolved powers, and the continued threat of the break up of the union. Proposals to repeal the Human Rights Act 1998 and replace it with a British Bill of Rights, the in-out referendum on EU membership, reform of the role and composition of the House of Lords. Beginning constitutional law is an ideal first introduction to the subject for LLB, GDL, or ILEX and especially international students, those enrolled on distance learning courses or on other degree programmes.

Rethinking Democracy 2019-01-04

There’s never been a more pressing time to question every aspect of our inadequate democracy. Polly Toynbee’s important book shows the many challenges democracy faces in a world of populism and radical digital change. Margaret Hodge 2018 saw celebrations of the centenary of the Representation of the People Act which marked a decisive step forward. Full universal suffrage this collection of essays explores the problems of democracy and suggests ways it might now be extended and deepened. Investigates if democracy is an unfinished revolution and if democratic politics is currently in retreat. Demonstrates how democratic politics is once again under attack this time from populist nationalists, authoritarian rulers, and new forms of political communication. Argues that if we
lose the art of active citizenship we will lose the freedoms and the rights which democracy has bestowed

**British Politics and European Elections 1999 2000-03-16**

the authors present an authoritative account of the background to the elections the preparations by the political parties the unfolding campaign and the results as well as of their short term effects and their long term implications the fact that 1999 saw the first nation wide contest involving proportional representation presented a special challenge to participants and observers alike

**Public Law Concentrate 2012-01-05**

accurate and accessible concentrate guides enable you to take exams with confidence including revision tips and advice for extra marks alongside a thorough and focussed breakdown of the key topics and cases this guide will help you to get the most out of your revision and to maximise your performance in exams
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**Government at a Glance Southeast Asia 2019 2019-09-10**

government at a glance southeast asia 2019 is the first edition in the government at a glance series for the region it provides the latest available data on public administrations in the 10 asean member countries brunei darussalam cambodia indonesia lao people's democratic republic malaysia myanmar the philippines singapore thailand and viet nam

**The Alternative 2016-08-25**

the 2015 election result was a disaster for progressives in british politics delivering a majority conservative government at westminster and the outlook for the next election is not auspicious either particularly amid the aftershocks of the momentous 2016 eu referendum result and with possible boundary changes in the offing there is a growing recognition however that cross party cooperation among the progressives could reinvigorate politics and inspire a credible alternative to the conservatives those who want a good society can and must work together and by doing so they can deliver better answers and more inclusive government with contributions from a broad range of left and centre left voices including siân berry mhairi black frances o'grady tim farron peter hain carys
afoko yasmin alibhai brown zoe williams and neal lawson the alternative sets out a base of core values around which progressives can unite proposes a number of big policy ideas that embody those values and crucially explores an urgently needed new form of politics to achieve them

**Edexcel AS/A-level Politics Student Guide 1: UK Politics 2017-11-20**

exam board edexcel level as a level subject politics first teaching september 2017 first exam june 2018 reinforce your understanding throughout the course clear topic summaries with sample questions and answers will help you improve your exam technique to achieve higher grades written by experienced author Neil Mcnaughton this student guide for politics identifies the key content you need to know with a concise summary of topics examined in the as a level specifications enables you to measure your understanding with exam tips and knowledge check questions with answers at the end of the guide helps you to improve your exam technique with sample answers to exam style questions develops your independent learning skills with content you can use for further study and research

**Engendering Democracy 2018-03-08**

democracy is the central political issue of our age yet debates over its nature and goals rarely engage with feminist concerns now that women have the right to vote they are thought to present no special problems of their own but despite the seemingly gender neutral categories of individual or citizen democratic theory and practice continues to privilege the male this book reconsiders dominant strands in democratic thinking focusing on liberal democracy participatory democracy and twentieth century versions of civic republicanism and approaches these from a feminist perspective Anne Phillips explores the under representation of women in politics the crucial relationship between public and private spheres and the lessons of the contemporary women s movement as an experience in participatory democracy

**The Language of Horse Racing 2000**
Fixing Canadian Democracy 2003

this volume traces the difficult passage of german society to modernity offering new perspectives on the german question largely characterized by the absence of key ideological underpinnings of democracy in the early modern period and a constitutional exceptionalism on the eye of the twentieth century book jacket

Breakdown, Breakup, Breakthrough 1999

canadians have seen liberal governments they ve seen conservative governments and they ve seen new democrat governments but as of 2019 they still have yet to see a green government around the rest of the world however green parties have formed governments many times in many countries they have been an established part of the political domain for decades and they re not seen as a single issue party as they re so often wrongly described in canada what does green mean is a world tour of green parties and green political ideas using international examples of green parties from around the globe it explores what the greens are trying to do for politics and for the planet from green governments in germany sweden and ireland to the individuals who founded the canadian green movement the book aims to leave the reader with a richer understanding of what green truly means

What Does Green Mean? 2019-08-20

this book undertakes the first comparative constitutional analysis of the kyrgyz republic and republics of kazakhstan turkmenistan uzbekistan and tajikistan in their cultural historical political economic and social context the first chapter provides a general overview of the diverse and dynamic constitutional landscape across the region a second chapter examines the soviet constitutional system in depth as the womb of the central asian states a third chapter completes the general picture by examining the constitutional influences of the new world order of globalisation neoliberalism and good governance into which the five states were thrust the remaining five chapters look in turn at the constitutional context of presidents and governments parliaments and elections courts and rights society and economy and culture and identity the enquiry probes the regional patterns of neo sovietism plebiscitary elections weak courts and parliaments crony capitalism and constraints on association as well as the counter tendencies that strengthen democracy rights protection and pluralism it reveals the central asian experience to be emblematic of the principal issues and tensions facing contemporary constitutional systems everywhere

The Constitutional Systems of the Independent Central Asian States 2017-02-23
the uk independence party ukip is the most significant new force in british politics for a generation under the leadership of nigel farage the party has enjoyed a remarkable rise winning the 2014 european parliament elections as well as two parliamentary by elections and attracting mainstream defectors to achieve major party status by the time of the 2015 general election farage and ukip stood on the threshold of becoming a major force at westminster this account is a must read for anyone interested in the inside story of ukip s quest to change british politics during one of the most unpredictable and dramatic elections in recent history based on unprecedented access to the party and its key players the book pulls back the curtain on one of the most intriguing campaigns in living memory it includes behind the scenes observations from the campaign trail and more than one hundred interviews with leading ukip insiders such as nigel farage douglas carswell and mark reckless as well as major donors strategists and figures from across the political landscape as they grappled with ukip s rise matthew goodwin and caitlin milazzo reveal what really happened during the 2015 election campaign and in the by elections and defections which preceded it providing detailed accounts of the critical moments that shaped the election itself and british politics more widely the book also makes extensive use of british election study data from over five decades to answer important questions about the rise of ukip and what it signifies who voted for ukip and why how are political loyalties in britain changing over time what are the deeper currents that have made ukip s rise possible and what does the party s campaign for power reveal about the current evolution of british politics and society ukip takes readers inside the campaign telling for the first time the exciting inside story of a new party attempting to redraw the map of british politics

UKIP 2015

underneath the golden boy series of the manitoba law journal reports on developments in legislation and on parliamentary and democratic reform in manitoba canada and beyond this issue has articles from a variety of contributing authors including andrea d rounce bryan p schwartz dan grice darcy l macpherson donn short donna j miller evaristus oshionebo jason stitt karine levasseur sid frankel sunita d doobay timothy brown and william kuchapski

Manitoba Law Journal: Underneath the Golden Boy 2013 Volume 36(2) 2015-02-05

following the committee s interim report on voter engagement hcp 323 isbn 9780215078773 which was published in november 2014 and the substantial public consultation which ran subsequently the committee has now brought forward this final report on reengaging the public with elections in the uk the committee s key recommendations are 1 that the government bring forward plans to target those groups including young people british citizens living overseas and people with disabilities who are currently least likely to be registered to vote 2 that the government consider improvements to electoral registration including making registration automatic prompting people to register to vote when they access other public services and registering young people in schools colleges and universities 3 that changes to electoral arrangements including online voting registering closer to or on election day and holding elections at the weekend be piloted in the next parliament with a view to making permanent changes to electoral arrangements ahead of the 2020 general election the committee recognises that the main reasons for low levels of voter engagement are political and serious action needs to be taken by political parties individual politicians and the government to engage more effectively with the public
and convince them of the value of voting if the public is to be re engaged not just with elections but politics more broadly

**HC 938 - Voter Engagement In The UK: Follow Up 2012-06-28**

a political adviser to the formidably intellectual foreign secretary tony crosland and to prime minister jim callaghan and a senior journalist at the times and the economist david lipsey has been close to the heart of government for more than four decades providing a unique perspective on a period of great economic and political upheaval in the corridors of power details such flashpoints as the 1976 77 imf crisis which saw britain under a divided government hovering on the edge of national bankruptcy and reveals why jim callaghan ducked an election in 1978 and led labour to disastrous defeat in 1979 but lipsey is no one dimensional policy nerd here we see a man who moves easily from the rarefied atmosphere at the core of government to the more down to earth pleasures of the greyhound track and the racecourse betting ring while his enthusiasm for harness racing is such that he has regularly competed in the sport it is often said that the very best political books come from those who observe from behind the scenes rather than from the politicians in the front line here is a classic of the genre

**In the Corridors of Power 2019-09-26**

this book examines the psychology behind micro targeted tactics used in election campaigning and the advent of increasingly sophisticated dynamic agent based models abms it discusses individual profiling how data and modelling are deployed to enhance the effectiveness of persuasion and mobilization efforts in campaigns and the potential limitations of these approaches madsen particularly explores how psychological insight and personal data are used to generate individualised models of voters and how these in turn are applied to optimise persuasion strategies tailored to a specific person finally the book considers the broader democratic dilemmas raised by the introduction of these tactics into politics and the critical civic importance of understanding how these campaigns function this timely work offers fresh insights for students and scholars of political psychology philosophy political marketing media and communications

**The Psychology of Micro-Targeted Election Campaigns 2021-09-15**

a political party is a political organization that typically seeks to influence government policy usually by nominating their own candidates and trying to seat them in political office parties participate in electoral campaigns and educational outreach or protest actions parties often espouse an expressed ideology or vision bolstered by a written platform with specific goals forming a coalition among disparate interests an advocacy group is a group or an organization which tries to influence the government but does not hold power in the government a single issue group may form in response to a particular issue area sometimes in response to a single event or threat some have developed into important social political institutions or social movements some powerful lobby groups have been accused of manipulating the democratic system for narrow commercial gain and in some instances have been found guilty of corruption fraud bribery and other serious crimes lobbying has become increasingly regulated as a result some groups generally ones with less financial resources may use direct action and civil disobedience and in some cases are accused of being a threat to the social order or
domestic extremists research is beginning to explore how advocacy groups use social media to facilitate civic engagement and collective action contents political parties the role of political parties in constitutionalising governance the systemic role of parties and interest groups functions of pressure groups growth of pressure groups legal representation of interests social movement social movement in india

**Political Parties, Pressure Groups and Social Movements 2016-07-27**

this excellent new book provides a comprehensive account of the british system of parliamentary elections it contains a description of the current structure and operation of the electoral system and pays special attention to those subjects which have given rise to political concern or controversy in recent years there is extensive analysis and commentary upon the different proposals for reform which are currently in debate and the author puts forward his own conclusions on how the electoral system should be developed in the years ahead to modernise and improve the quality of representative democracy in britain

**The Electoral System in Britain 2014-11-14**

since 1945 turnout for general elections in the uk has fallen from a high of 83 9 in 1950 to a low of 59 4 in 2001 turnout for the 2010 general election was 65 1 higher than the previous two general elections but still the third lowest since the introduction of universal suffrage turnout at the last general election was also low compared with turnout at the last parliamentary elections in other european union countries there is also evidence that a significant number of people in the uk are not registered to vote with the most recent estimates indicating that the electoral register was between 85 and 87 complete this would mean that approximately 6 5 million people are missing from the electoral register in light of this the political and constitutional reform committee agreed to conduct an inquiry into voter registration and turnout in the uk

**HC 232 - Voter Engagement in the UK 2007-07-30**

in this introductory american politics text cal jillson provides not only a sense of how politics works today but also how institutions systems political participation and policies have developed over time to produce today s political environment in the united states this historical context provides the necessary backdrop for students to understand why things work the way they do now going one step further the book identifies critical reforms and how american democracy might work better in a streamlined presentation jillson delivers a concise and engaging narrative to help students understand the complexities and importance of american politics key features the 4th edition is thoroughly updated including full analysis of the 2006 mid term elections and shift in partisan control of congress chapter opening focus questions illustrative figures and charts let s compare and pro con boxes key terms time lines and end of chapter suggested readings and web resources companion website for students americangovernment routledge com features chapter summaries focus questions practice quizzes glossary flashcards participation activities and links instructor s resources on the web and on cd rom including testbank instructor s manual figures and tables from the text and lecture outlines
American Government 2018-12-07

in the foundational document of modern public opinion research Philip E. Converse's *The Nature of Belief Systems in Mass Publics* 1964 established the US public's startling political ignorance. This volume makes Converse's long out-of-print article available again and brings together a variety of scholars including Converse himself to reflect on Converse's findings after nearly half a century of further research. Some chapters update findings on public ignorance; others outline relevant research agendas not only in public opinion and voter behavior studies but in American political development, state theory, and normative theory. Three chapters grapple with whether voter ignorance is rational. Several chapters consider the implications of Converse's findings for the democratic ideal of a well-informed public: others focus on the political elite who are better informed but possibly more dogmatic than members of the general public. Contributors include Scott Althaus, Stephen Earl Bennett, Philip E. Converse, Samuel Decanio, James S. Fishkin, Jeffrey Friedman, Doris A. Graber, Russell Hardin, Donald Kinder, Arthur Lupia, Samuel L. Popkin, Ilya Somin, and Gregory W. Wawro. This book was originally published as a special issue of *Critical Review: A Journal of Politics and Society*.

The Nature of Belief Systems Reconsidered 2015-08-27

Environment and Politics 4th Edition is a concise introduction to this ever-expanding interdisciplinary field. Explaining and illustrating how concepts, conflicts, movements, political systems, and the practices of policy making can be analyzed in a systematic way, this book provides a comprehensive overview of the key themes that shape the field and examines a diverse range of environmental problems and policy solutions found in different countries and cultures. The new edition has been extensively revised to include up-to-date explanation of green political theories and traditions and the debates that shape action on the ground. It contains an expanded discussion of environmental movements that work in the global north, the global south, and transnationally. Greater attention has been given to the roles of corporations, non-governmental organizations, the media, consumers, and citizens in order to reflect the changing nature of environmental governance. The text also focuses throughout on debates surrounding the concepts of environmental security, environmental justice, and environmental citizenship. The authors examine the institutional responses of parliaments, administrative legal and electoral systems, the more informal politics of social movements, and the politics of markets and the corporate sector as they respond to or resist the greening of societies. This engaging text has been fully updated to offer readers a greater understanding of international, national, and local environmental politics as well as expected future developments at all levels. Environment and Politics 4th Edition continues to use illustrative examples of conflicts, people, and events spanning North and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia, giving it a global perspective and relevance. Each chapter includes questions for debate as well as a list of key words and resources for independent research. This successful textbook remains a key resource for undergraduate and postgraduate studies across politics, environmental studies, development studies, and human geography courses.

Environment and Politics 2018

Machine generated contents note 1 Terminology and basic rules of electoral systems Erik S. Herron, Robert J. Peck, and Matthew S. Shugart Part I Foundations of electoral systems 2 Dimensions of variation in electoral systems Michael Gallagher and Paul Mitchell 3 Electoral system effects on party systems Matthew S. Shugart and Rein Taagepera 4 Party system effects on electoral systems Josep M. Colomer 5 Electoral system design in new...
democracies john m carey 6 electoral system change alan renwick part ii issues and representation 7 social diversity electoral systems and the party system robert moser ethan scheiner and heather stoll 8 electoral systems and ethnic minority representation david lublin and shaun bowler 9 electoral systems and women s representation mona lena krook 10 electoral systems and voter turnout daniel m smith 11 electoral systems and citizen elite ideological congruence matthew golder and benjamin ferland 12 electoral systems and issue polarization james f adams and nathan j rexford part iii electoral systems and the wider political system 13 portfolio maximizing strategic voting in parliamentary elections gary w cox 14 presidential and legislative elections mark p jones 15 electoral systems and legislative organization shane martin 16 electoral systems and roles in the legislative arena audrey André and sam depauw 17 electoral systems and constituency service brian f crisp and william m simoneau 18 direct democracy and referendums matt qvortrup 19 electoral systems in authoritarian states jennifer gandhi and abigail l heller part iv electoral systems and research design 20 election data and levels of analysis ken kollman 21 experimental research design in the study of electoral systems joshua tucker and dominik duell 22 reconciling approaches in the study of mixed member electoral systems erik s herron kuniaki nemoto and misa nishikawa part v holding elections 23 election administration thad e hall 24 electoral systems and electoral integrity pippa norris 25 electoral systems and redistricting lisa handley 26 electoral systems and campaign finance joel w johnson part vi electoral systems in context 27 electoral systems in context the netherlands kristof jacobs 28 electoral systems in context israel reuven y reut itzkovitch Malka and gideon rehav lehman systems in context finland Åsa von schoultz 30 electoral systems in context united kingdom carl lundberg 31 electoral systems in context ireland michael marsh 32 electoral systems in context france verónica hoyo 33 electoral systems in context india adam ziegfeld 34 electoral systems in context united states steven l taylor 35 electoral systems in context canada louis massicotte 36 electoral systems in context australia ian mcallister and toni makkai 37 electoral systems in context germany thomas zittel 38 electoral systems in context new zealand jack vowles 39 electoral systems in context jenny barton 40 electoral systems in context italy gianluca passarelli 41 electoral systems in context colombia steven l taylor and matthew s shugart 42 electoral systems in context ukraine erik s herron 43 electoral systems in context indonesia nathan allen 44 electoral systems in context south africa karen e ferree

The Oxford Handbook of Electoral Systems 2004-08-02

containing contributions from leading names in british politics this review continues to publish front rank research on parties elections and voting behaviour in britain

British Elections & Parties Review 2016-10-20

this third edition of historical dictionary of new zealand contains a chronology an introduction appendix and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 800 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy foreign relations religion and culture

Historical Dictionary of New Zealand
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